Luncheon Keynote: Highlighting A Bright Path Forward -- 40 Answers to EPA Carbon Rules

The 3rd Annual Energy Services Coalition Market Transformation Conference luncheon keynote speaker on July 29 is Tom Plant, Vice President of State Policy for Advanced Energy Economy (AEE).

Tom’s presentation will focus on a recent AEE report -- "Advanced Energy Technologies for Greenhouse Gas Reduction." The report highlights 40 technologies and services offered by advanced energy companies that can help meet requirements for greenhouse gas reduction and simultaneously modernize America’s aging electricity infrastructure.

AEE, a national trade association representing the advanced energy industry, provides a unified industry voice about the economic opportunities that advanced energy and technologies can bring to the United States.

Don’t miss out -- attendance is limited so register today.

Learn More

Be sure to visit the ESC Virtual Tradeshow in support of the 2014 ESC Conference.
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Energy Focus LED Solutions

Energy Focus is a dynamic lighting company that creates superior LED lighting technologies and education for the industry. Our division has become a LED Institute to help educate the industry of how to design and incorporate TLED technologies successfully for all verticals such as Federal, Commercial, and MUSH (municipalities, universities, school and hospitals) markets.